December 12, 1973
Interim Report to Judge John J. Sirica
From the Advisory Panel on Tapes

In response to your expressed interest in our work to date, we
submit this report on the nature of our inquiry and our progress. The
report spells out the questions that we are endeavoring to answer,
describes briefly the tests and techniques we are using to search for
answers, and gives some preliminary results concerning the tape of
June 20, 1972.
At your request we have been concentrating our initial efforts on
this particular tape. In doing so, however, we also have made substantialprogress in developing the procedures and experience that we
shall need to conduct our broader study on the authenticity and integrity
of the White House tapes in general. The questions that we have been
addressing are these:
Is this tape the original one that was recorded on
Jun~ 20, 19727 Does it contain erasures or splices?
Or is it a copy that has been edited by operations such
¯ as cutting and splicing before re-recording?
How was the 18-minute ~ection of buzzing sounds produced?
Was all the buzzing produced continuously at one time?
Can speech sounds be detected ~nder the buzzing? ’If so,
to what extent can the speech be recaptured and made intelligible?
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In order to answer these questions, we must obtain information on
many technical details. Toward finding the information, we have set
up and started to use several tests and approaches described briefly as

follows :
Critical listening: using human analytical capabilities.to
check for anomalies in the signals recorded and for inadvertent
signals such as hum, which might provide useful clues for studying
the tape.

Flutter signature: a unique "finger print" that may help us
to identify the particular recorder on which agiven tape was
recorded.
Bias signal: a high-frequency tone that "carries." the audio
signals on a tape and may help us to identify the recorder and
recording events.
Magnetic images: direct visual observation of "developed"
tape to find track widths, the type of recorder used, and the
presence or absence of residual speech signals.

Physical measurements: lengths of tapes and.presence or absence
of physical splices, to provide further evidence on tape integrity.
Long-term frequency spectra: sensitive analysis technique to help
in .characterizing the acoustic quality of the buzzing sounds and
in identifying their source.
Computer processing and graphic display: sophisticated techniques
for analyzin~ frequency spectra, start and stop transients, and
other features of speechand noise.
Voice operated switch: measurement ofoperating characteristics
of devices used in the White House recording system, for our use
as signature information.
Recorder performance: various electrical and mechanical measurements of standard and modified recorders for use in finding
possible origins of buzz sounds, hum, etc.
¯
These tests involve the use of facilities and equipment of many kinds,
.both standard and-specially adapted for this project. The items we have

been using include: frequency spectrum analyzers of several types; advanced digital computers and special computer programs; visual graphic
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displays and hard’copy graphic printers; fixed and adjustable filters;
specially modified tape recorders; techniques for direct visual inspection
of magnetic traces on tapes; and meters and specialized electronic instrumentation.
The results obtained from the many, different kinds of tests and
instruments bear a resemblance to the pieces of a jig saw puzzle. The
first few pieces give almost no clues as to how they fit together. As
the picture unfolds some of the pieces are seen to be misplaced and must
be moved. And when many pieces combine to suggest theoverall pattern,
then each piece begins to corroborate the correctness of adjacent pieces
and the solution to the puzzle seems to rush toward completion. However,
the analogy when applied to tapes must be extended in a most important
way: some of the pieces Of the puzzle are lost and probably can not be
found, and some of the pieces really belong to a different puzzle.
Because of the inherently fragmented nature of the technical evidence
that we can obtain, owing to missing pieces, and because of the large
number of related pieces of evidence in this tape puzzle, reliableanswers
will be slow to emergeand many of the answers will have to be stated as
probabilities -- not certainties.
At the presenttime we have reached two conclusions that appear to
be correct with a high degree of probability. The electric typewriter most
probably did not cause the 18-minute section of buzzing sounds. And,
the tensor.lamp probably did not cause this buzzing. Our tests made with ~_
sophisticated instruments have failed to.give any indication that either
of these devices causes such sounds to be recorded on the tape.
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We/have reached preliminary conclusions on some other questions
also. Our several explorator~ attempts to identify speech sounds within
the-18-minute section of buzz have not succeeded. We now doubt whether
recovery ofintelligible speech from this section will ever be possible,
but we withhold final judgment on this point.
Also in a preliminary way, we report that we have been able to
operate a Uher recorder, the one identified to us as the one.that Miss
Woods used, in such a manner as to produce and record a.buzzing sound
that closely resembles some of the sounds in the 18-minute section.
This buzzing was recorded with the tape moving forward at 15/16 inch,
but did not show up in high-speed rewind operation with the record button
depressed. Tests in progress or being analyzed should lead us to a
reasonably firm conclusion about the source of the buzzing in a weekor
SO. l

The preparations and tests reported here have resulted from a very
large amount of intensive work. During the three weeks since November 21,
the day on which you announced our appointment, the six of us collectively
have spent about 50man days working on the problem of the tapes. Added
effort amounting to about 100 man.days has been spent by some.20 other
specialists working for us underour direct, personai, and intimate
supervision. The work has been done at several locations, especially
including thelaboratories of the Federal Scientific Corp. in New York
City an~ of. Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

According to our present best estimate, we expect to complete
/

it to

our stu~ of the tape of June 20, 1972 and submit a report on
you early in January, 1974. Then we shall be prepared to pursue the
more general study of the tapes if you so desire. If you have any
questions about the material contained in this interim report, please

feel free to call upon us for clarificationRespectfully submitted,

Richard H. Bolt
Franklin Cooper
James L. Flanagan
John G. (Jay) McKnight
Thomas G. Stookham, Jr.
Mark R. Weiss

t.~aterial =’or re ~ase December 13, 1973

Neither the lamp nor the type~.~riter used by ~fiss ~ods
~;as a likely cause of the 18-minute buzz on the ’.~niteHouse tape
of June 20, 1972, according to a preliminary result found by the
Court’s advisory panel and released today by Judge John J. Sirica
At the request of the Judge, the advisory panel of ~eehnlcal
experts has been directing its attentlcn mainly to the tape
recorded on June 20 in an effort to find out what equipment and
conditions .might ~have caused the. buzzing sounds heard during, a.stretch of slightly over 18 minutes on the tape. Tests made with
sophisticated instruments have failed to give_ any indio.ation that,
the electric typewriter Or the tensor lamp, if used in the
arrangement described in testimony, would have produced the
pattern of buzzing sounds..observed ~n the tape.
Yet to be confirmed by further study are some indications
that the Uher recorder could have produced the buzz and that
any speec~~ that might h~ve been recorded under the buzz probably
will not be retrievable. The panel expects to report its
conclusions concerning the tape of June 20, 1972 shortly after
the first of the new year and then will continue its comprehensiv.
.study of the authenticity and integrity of the tapes in general.
Appointment of the panel members, Richard H. Eolt, Franklin
Cooper, James L. Flanagan, John G. (Jay) ~cKnight, Thomas G.
Stockham, Jr., and I~.~:ark ~’~eiss, ,~as announced by Judge Sirica on
¯ "~ -~

1973. Since that date the panel members together

::,i~,~ se,,~ other soeclallsts, working directly with them have
spent about 150 man-days of effort in setting up instruments and
procedures and m~king preliminary tests.

i~he work, ’~0hich ~nvolves use of soectrum a ~.lyzers, computers,
graphical displays, and other advanced equipment, has been
conducted in several facilities including those of the Federal
Scientific ComP~ny in New York City and Bolt Beranek and Ne.’~’~nan
in Cambridge, ~.J~aSS.

~

January 15, 1974
Report to Chief Judge John J. Sirica
From the Advisory Panel on the White House Tapes

In response to your request we have made a comprehensive
technical study of the White House tape of June 20, 1972, with
special attention to a section of buzzing sounds that lasts
approximately 18.5 minutes. Paragraphs that follow summarize
our findings and indicate the kinds of tests and evidence on
which we b~se the findings.
Magnetic signatures that we have measured directly on
the tape show that the buzzing sounds were put on the tape in
the process of erasing and re-recording at.least five, and
perhaps as many as nine, separate and contiguous segments.
Hand operation of keyboard controls on the Uher 5000 recorder
was involved in starting and again in stopping the recording
of each segment. The magnetic signatures observed on the
tape show conclusively that the 18o5-minute section could not
have been produced by any single, continuous operation.
Further, whether the footpedal was used or not, the recording
controls must have been operated by hand in the making of
each segment.
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The erasing and recording operations that produced the
buzzing section were done directly on the tape we received
for study. We have found that this tape is 1814.5 feet long,
which lies within a normal range for tapes sold as 1800 feet
in length. We haveexamined the entire tape for physical
splices and have found none. Other tests that we have made
thus far are consistent with the assumption that the tape is
an original~and not a re-recording.
A Uher 5000 recorder, almost surely the one designated
as Government Exhibit #60, was used in producing the 18.5minute section. Support for this conclusion includes recorder
operating characteristics that we measured andfound to correspond to signal characteristics observed on the evidence
tape.
The buzzing sounds themselves originated in noise picked
up from the electrical power line to which the recorder was
connected. Measurements of the frequency spectrum of the
buzz showed that it is made up of a 60 cycles per second
fundamental tone, plus a large number of harmonic tones at
multiples of 60. Especially strong are the third harmonic
at 180 and the fifth harmonic at 300 cycles per second. As
many as forty harmonics are present in the buzz and create
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its "raucous" quality. Variations in the strength of the
buzz, which during most of the 18.5-minute section is either
"loud" or "soft," probably arose from several causes including
variations in the noise on the power line, erratic functioning
of the recorder, and changes in the position of the operator’s
hand while running the recorder. The variations do not appear
to be caused by normal machine operations.
Can speech sounds be detected under the buzzing? We
think so. At three locations in the 18.5-minute section, we
have observed a fragment of speech-like sound lasting less
than one second. Each of the fragments lies exactly at a place
on the tape that was missed by the erase head during the
series of operations in which the several segments of erasure
and buzz were put on the tape. Further, the frequency spectra
of the sounds in these fragments bear a reasonableresemblance
to the spectra of speech sounds.
Can the speech be recovered? We think not. We know of
no technique that could recover intelligible speech from the
buzz section. Even the fragments that we have observed are
so heavily obscured that we cannot tell what was said.
The attached diagram illustrates the sequence of sound
events in the 1805-minute section. Also illustrated is a
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sequence of Uher operations ’erase-record on" and "eraserecord off" that are consistent with signatures that we
measured on the evidence tape. The five segments that can
be identified unequivocally are labeled "i" through "5."
In addition, ~the diagram shows four segments of uncertain
ending.
In developing the technical evidence on which we have
based the findings reported here, we have used laboratory
facilities, measuring instruments, and techniques of several
kinds, including: digital computers located in three different laboratories, specialized instruments.for measuring
frequency spectra and waveforms, techniques for "developing"
magnetic marks that can be seen and measured directly on
the tape, techniques for measuring the performance characteristics of recorders and voice-operated switches, and statistical methods for analyzing experimental results.

In su~L~ary we have reached complete agreement on the
following conclusions:
The erasing and recording operations that produced
the buzz section were done directly on the evidence tape.
~o, The Uher 5000 recorder designated Government
Exhibit #60 probably, produced the entire buzz section.
~. The erasures and buzz recordings were done in at
least five, and perhaps as many as nine, separate and contiguous segments.
Erasure and recording of each segment required
hand opera~ion of keyboard controls on the Uher 5000 m~chine.
5. Erased portions of the tape probably contained
speech originally. :"

.~.

6. Recovery of the speech is not possible by any
method known to us.
;

..

7, The evidence tape, in so far as we have determined,

is an original and not a copy.

Respectfully submitted,
Richard-H. Bolt .....
Franklin S. Cooper
James L. Flanagan
John G. (Jay) ~Knight
Thomas G. Stockham, Jr.
Mark R. Weiss
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 4, 1974

The Honorable Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
1425 K Street, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20005
Dear Mr. Jaworski:
I am writing in reply to your letters of January 9 and
January 22 and that of your deputy, Mr. Ruth, of January 8,
which together contain requests for what amounts to forty
additional tapes of Presidential conversations as well as
other Presidential documents.
A brief summary of the history of the matter of
evidentiary materials sought from and provided by the
President to your office seems appropriate by way of
explanation.
In July 1972, the Special Prosecutor requested recordings of ten Presidential conversations, which the
President declined to provide on grounds of separation of
powers. The Special Prosecutor then subpoenaed these
recordings and the matter was heard in the District Court,
which held the Court must review the recordings in order
to decide whether the materials should be provided. The
issue was then heard by the Court of Appeals, which affirmed the District Court decision with modifications.
As was predicted by the President and by his counsel
in argument to the Court, production of Presidential papers
inewitably leads to demands for more documents ad infinitum
as is now amply demonstrated. The Senate Select~o~ittee
at first sought only five tapes of Presidential conversations. This was followed by a subpoena served on the
President for at least 500 such tapes and untold numbers of
other Presidential documents. In this case, the origina!
request for ten tapes, two of which never existed, and

Hon. Leon Jswordki
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February 4, 1974

and three others plus a portion of a ~urth were ruled irrelevant by the Court, has led to this new demand for what
amounts to approximately forty tapes and an unspecified
number of other documents.
As you know, the President on October 23 announced that
he would voluntarily comply with the order of the Court of
Appeals, in connectionwith a subpoena of the Grand Jury for
tape recordings and other materials relating to ten specific
Presidential conversations. Pursuant thereto the President
did deliver to the Court the following tapes:
i.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Mtg. - President & Ehrlichman 6/20/72 (55 min.)
Mtg. - President & Haldeman 6/20/72 (i hr. 19 min.)
Mtg. - President, Haldeman & Mitchell 6/30/72
(i hr. 15 min.)
Mtg. - President, Haldeman & Dean 9/15/72 (50 min.)
Mtg. - President & Dean 3/13/73 (i hr. 18 min.)
Mtg. - President, Dean & Haldeman AM 3/21/73
(i hr. 43 min.)
Mtg. - President, Dean, Haldeman & Ehrlichman
PM 3/21/73 (41 min.)
Mtg. - President, Dean, Haldeman, Ehrlichman &
Mitchell 3/22/73 (i hr. 46 min.)
Total: 9 hr. 43 min.

In its opinion, the Court of Appeals noted that the
Special Prosecutor had "made a strong showing that the subpoenaed tapes contain evidence peculiarly necessary to the
carrying out of (the Grand Jury’s) vital function -evidence for which no effective substitute is available.
The Grand Jury seeks evidence that may well be conclusive..."
Despite this "strong showing," by the Special Prosecutor, the in camera examinations of the materials subsequently made-by the District Court led the court to uphold
particularized claims of privilege with respect to three
entire conversations and portions of another, thus emphasizing the narrowness of the conditions and circumstances
under which the Court sustained the right of the Grand Jury
to such types of material.

Hon. Leon Jaworski
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February 4, 1974

The President has since then voluntarily provided you
and those under your snpervision large volume of additional
materials, consisting of recordings of seventeen additional
Presidential conversations and more than 700 documents.
These materials related not only to Watergate but to a number
of other matters as well, including the ITT, the milk price
support and the White House Special Investigative Unit
investigations. This voluntary production is unprecedented
in our history. In responding to your requests, no attempt
was made by the President to confine~the materials provided
to those which would have fallen within the narrow area
specified by the Court of Appeals opinion. Indeed, as of
January 8, every one of your requests for tape recordings
of Presidential conversations had been met by either ~oviding you with a copy of the recording or providing access
to the recording for you or your staff. Significantly,
some of the conversations for which you requested recordings
turned out, as you know, to be totally unrelated to matters
under investigation by the Grand Jury.
From the beginning of the investigation of the Watergate
affair, there has been a conflict between two critical requirements: the need for a complete and thorough investigation; and the need to make sure that the investigation was
handled in a way that the important Constitutional boundaries
between the branches of government were respected and retained.
Your latest requests in my view clearly do not meet
the criteria laid down by the Court of Appeals for overriding
"the presumption of privilege premised on the public interest
in conf~dentlall y where Presidential conversations are
concerned. More directly to the point, if this process
of escalating requests were to continue there would be
no end -- either to the investigation itself, or to the
intrusions into the privacy of Presidential records.
It is the President’s view that he has furnished
sufficient evidence to determine whether probable cause
exists that a crime or crimes have been committed and by
whom. Continued and seemingly unending incursions into
Presidential documents would ultimately so erode the
executive privilege of the office of the Presidency as to
render it substantially meaningless.

Hon. Leon Jaworski
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February 4, 1974

As early as January i, 1974, in your year-end report
and in public statements thereafter, you have stated that
the Watergate Grand Juries had already received enough
evidence to begin considering major indictments in January
and early February of this year. If this be the fact, then
certainly the new extensive requests cannot be essential
to the Grand Jury’s deliberations, which have now been in
progress for more than 19 months.
The President firmly believes and I know that you agree
that the public interest requires that these deliberations
proceed with expedition. These new and extensive requests,
however, will only serve unduly to prolong the Watergate
and related investigations for many months. Accordingly,
I have been instructed by the President to advise you that
he respectfully declines to produce the additional tape
recordings you requested on the ground that to do so would
be inconsistent with the public interest and the constitutional integrity of the office of the Presidency.
Rather than engage in prolonged litigation over this
matter, the President has authorized me to discuss with you
alternative means of furnishing you such information you
say you now need including, as I have suggested to you
previously, furnishing answers under oath to pertinent
written interrogatories together with a personal interview
with the President if you so desire.
Public interest requires a prompt and just conclusion
to these matters and the President desires to give you the
fullest possible cooperation, as he has since you were
appointed Special Prosecutor. However, he has an obligation,
as I am sure you would agree, not to take any action that
would be damaging, perhaps for all time, to the office of
the Presidency.
I hope that we can together reach mutually
satisfactory solutions to the problems engendered by your
new requests.

/ames D. St. Cl~a~Ir
¯
Special Counsel to the President

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 13, 1974

Dear Mr. Jaworski:
Your letter of February 8, 1974, has been reviewed by the
President.
I had hoped after our conference last Friday that you
would, after consultation with your staff, reconsider the
very broad scope of the latest requests for tapes and
other documents that you and Mr. Ruth have made. Apparently, however, it has been determined to press for
the production of all the tapes and documents requested.
I doubt if any useful purpose would be served by now
repeating the views expressed in my letter to you of
February 4, 1974. I would again point out, however, that
at the direction of the President we have voluntarily
furnished, at your request,in addition to the recordings
of Presidential conversations furnished to the Court and
released to you, seventeen additional recorded conversations
and more than 700 documents relating not only to Watergate
but to a.number of other matters. I am still of the opinion
that the materials now requested by you and Mr. Ruth are
at best corroborative of or cumulative to other evidence in
your possession, and as such fall significantly short of
meeting the stringent standards set forth in Nixon vs.
Sirica. Production of all the material requested at this
late date could only serve to delay inordinately pending
grand jury deliberations.
Accordingly, the President has instructed me to advise
you that he must respectfully persist in declining to
produce at this time the tapes of forty conversations in
addition to those provided you prior to January 9 and other
materials requested by you and Mr. Ruth. The granting of
your requests would, in his judgment, significantly and
permanently damage the office of the Presidency by virtually
destroying the essential concept of confidentiality of
Presidential consultation, and in addition potentially
could delay for months bringing these matters to a swift
and just conclusion.
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I want to emphasize, however, that the President has very
firmly instructed me to continue to cooperate with you and
your staff in an effort to bring your investigations to
a prompt conclusion so that such proceedings as you and the
grand jury determine may be instituted in order that justice
be done. In the event indictments are returned by the grand
jury as a result of its investigations, consideration would
of course be given on a case by case basis to further requests occasioned by legitimate defense demands or trial
preparation needs as you suggest.

Special Counsel to the President

Mr. Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
United States Department of Justice
1425 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Form DJ-lSO

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

: Task Force Heads

DATE: December i0, 1973

~oN : ttenry Ruth

SUBJECT: White House Tapes
I am attaching the White House summary list of all
our tapes requests and my indication as to the White
House reply on each tape requested. If you find a
tape you requested is not on the attached summary,
please send me a short memo as to the specifics and
we will make a single letter response from Leon to
the White House.
You will note also that as to some items the conversation has been reported either as unrecorded or
as recorded but not containing information relevant
to your inquiry.~ As to unrecorded, please ask Rick
or Jil! if the lack of recording is consistent with
all the facts developed at the recent tapes hearings
in court. As to recorded but claimed irrelevant
conversations, please let me know if you wish the
opportunity to listen to the tape at EOB anyway and
we can set up a time and date with Fred Buzhardt.
Finally, please keep in mind Leon’s request that we
all think through our next step in this whole tapes
request matter.
Several tapes are now in our possession. We wish to
maintain strict custody procedures for security
reasons. Only Kreindler and Feldbaumwill have
authority to give the tapes to you. They will send
a procedures memorandum to you and will also keep
logs as to check-out and check-in of. tapes.
There will be no conversations outside this office
as to any aspect or.~-.content of thes~ tapesexcept
as require~’for ~r6~ecution purposes.

(This memo should be kept.in a locked file cabinet.)
Attachment
cc :

Mr. Jaworski, Mr. Lacovara,
Mr. Feldbaum, Mr. Kreindler

!ATTACHMENT
I. Requests from ITT Task Force:
ao

Meeting or meetings of the President with John
Ehrlichman on April. 19, 1971 (Oval).
(Logs--President met with Ehrlichman and George ¯
Shultz from 3:03 to 3:34 p.m. in Oval Office.)
Copy has been provided to us.

Do

Telephone conversation of the President and
Richard Kleindienst on April 19, 1971,
(Logs--President spoke with Kleindienst from
3:04 to 3:09 p.m. on April 19, 1971.)
Copy has been provided to us.
Telephone conversation of John Ehrlichmanwith
John Mitchell on April 19,.1971.
(Not recorded on White House system--Ehrlichman
did not call from President’s telephone.)
Buzhardt says that there may be a dictabelt
summary of this conversation and he is searching
for it.
Meeting of the President with John Mitchell on
April 20, 1971.

(Logs--President met with Mitchell from 4:20 to
5:17 p.m. on April 20, 1971.)
(Review--nothing on ITT or antitrust.)

(Note--President met with Mitchell on April 21,
1973 from 4:18 to 6:13 p.m. (Oval). ITT and
antitrust were discussed for about 5 minutes
at end of meeting.)
We now have a copy of the relevant portion of
the April 21, 1973, conversation. You can review
the claimed irrelevant tape as to April 20 if you
so desire.
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Requests in Connection with Tapes Hearings:
Telephone conversation of President with Henry
Petersen on April 18, 1973, during which there
was a discussion of whether Dean had been granted
clemency.
(Log--President spoke with Henry Petersen from
6:28 to 6:37 p.m. on April 18, 1973, from Aspen
Cottage at Camp David.)
(Call not recorded because President spoke from
telephone in living room, only phone in study
were recorded.)
EOB office recording for June 4 during period
for when the President was reviewing the tapes.
Buzhardt states that the latest recording
listened to on that day by the President was
one dated March 20, 1973, and thus April 15-16,
1973, were not listened to then. I suggest that
Jill and Rick discuss this particular tape with
Mr. Buzhardt who has not yet provided us with a
copy. Buzhardt states that there are many
interruptions and irrelevancies and wishes to
talk about how we can handle this one.
Co

Two meetings of the President with John Dean on
April 16, 1973.
(i.)

Log--President met with John Dean from
10:00 to 10:40 a.m. on April 16, 1973
(Oval);

(2.)

Log--President met with John Dean from
4:07 to 4:35 p.m. on April 16, 1973 (EOB).

Copies have been provided to us.

’" III.
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Requests in Connection with Dairy IndustrY:
ao

Meeting of the President with leaders of the
dairy industry in Cabinet Room.from 10:35 to
11:25 a.m. on March 23, 1971.
Buzhardt has not yet located this one. He
as not sure that the Cabinet Room recording
system had been set up as of March 23, 1971.
Buzhardt is still searching for this one and
will let us know.

Meeting of the President with Administration
Officers (Connally, Shultz, Hardin, Ehrlichman,
Whitaker and Rice) from 5:05 to 5:35 p.m. on
March 23, 1971 (Oval).
Copy has been provided to us.
Any meetings or telephone conversations about
a dairy industry matters between the President
and John Connally between February 15, 1971,
and March 25, 1971, including conversation on
the morning of March 23, 1971.

(Note--TelePhones .were not connected to recorders
until April 6, 1971.)
(President talked on telephone from Oval Office
John Connally from 10:16 a.m. to 10:19 a.m. on
March 23, 1971.)
The telephone conversation of March 23, 1971, is
available only through the Oval Office recording
and thus contains only the President’s words over
the telephone and not John Connally’s words.
Copy has been provided to us.

The meeting of September 9, 1970, occurred
before the recording system was installed. No
tape available.
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Requests from Plumbers Task Force:
ao

Meeting of the President with John Ehrlichman
and Egil Krogh on June 24, 1971. (Log--President
met with Krogh and Ehrlichman from 12:36 to
12:48 p.m. on June 24, 1971.)
Copy has been provided.
Meetings on May 1 or May 2, 1973, of the
President with John Ehrlichman about the release
of Egil Krogh from his obligation of secrecy on
the work of the Special Investigative Unit.
(Logs--No meeting or telephone conversation by
the President with John Ehrlichman on May i,
1973, or May 2, 1973.)
(Note--President says he did tell Ehrlichman
that Krogh should tell whatever he knew about
the break-in of Dr. Fielding’s office, but has
no idea when he did so.)
The note about what the President states results
from Fred Buzhardt having asked the President
last week if.he re~embered this incident.

Co

Meetings in December 1971 or January~or February
1972, of the President with John Ehrlichman and/or
David Young in which was discussed:
1. Work of the Special Investigative unit;
2. Leaks on the India-Pakistan matter; or
3. The necessity for secrecy on the work of
the Special Investigative Unit.
This is now mooted by Krogh’s plea.
Meetings in March, April, or May 1973 of the
President with John Ehrlichman in which was
discussed the necessity for secrecy on the work
of the Special Investigative Unit or Egil Krogh.

This is now mooted by Krogh’s plea.
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R@.~uests from Water@ate Task Force for January 3-4, 1973 Tapes:
a.

Meeting of the President with John Ehrlichman
and H.R. Haldeman from 3:02 to 4:30 p.m. on
January 4, 1973.
(Log--President met with Haldeman and Ehrlichman
from 3:02 to 4:44 p.m. on January 4, 1973 (Oval).
George J. Collins came into the meeting on two
occasions for one minute each time.)
Buzhardt says there is nothing about Watergate on
this taped conversation, but he is willing to have a
Task Force ~member listen to it to confirm that.
judgment.

Meeting of the President with Charles C01son
from 5:16 to 5~50 p.m. on January 4, 1973.
(Log--President met with Colson from 5:16 to
5:50 p.m. on January 4, 1973 (EOB).)
This is held up pending conversations with
Mr. Jaworski.
¯

S of the President with
Telephone conversa~lon
Charles Colson:

2.

3.
~4.
5.

On
On
On
On
On

January
January
January
January
January

3,
4,
4,
4,
4,

1973, from 8:39 to 8:59 p.m.
1973 from 8:46 to 8:50~a.m.
1973, from 8:53 to 8:55 a.m.
1973, from 7:06 to 7:12 p.m.(not record~
1973, from 8:13 to 8:34 p.m.

This is also held up pending conversations with
Mr. Jaworski.

~VAT~RGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

: Mr. Jaworski

FROM

: Philip A. Lacovar~

DATE:January 14, 1974

SU~ECT: Apparent Tamperin@ withSubpoenaed Tapes
In determining what course to pursue in connection with the
evidence of apparently deliberate erasure of the subpoenaed
tape of June 20, 1972, I bring to your attention the following
facts.
On July 20, 1973, former Special Prosecutor Cox wrote to
Mr. Buzhardt, Counsel to the President, formally emphasizing
"the care that should be taken to ensure that the tapes that
we are seeking are preserved intact." On July 23, 1973, Charles
Alan Wright wrote to Mr. Cox on behalf of the President, advising
us of the President’s refusal to honor the subpoena. Enclosed
with that letter was a copy of a letter of the same date Siqned
by the President and sent to the Chairman of the Senate Select
Committee, Sam J. Ervin. The President’s letter, in declining-to
honor the Senate’s similar subpoena stated: "Accordingly, the
tapes, which have been under my sole personal control, will
remain so." On July 25, 1973, Mr. Buzhardt replied specifically
to the July 20th letter from Mr. Cox saying: "I am glad to be
able to assure you that the tapes you referred to therein are
being preserved intact. The President has sole personal control of those tapes and they are being adequately protected
under secure conditions."
In responding to Judge Sirica’s order to show cause why
the subpoena should not be enforced, ~ite House counsel on
behalf of the President submitted a "special appearance" on
August 7, 1973, that included as Exhibit B a copy of the
President’s letter to Senator Ervin assuring him that the
tapes were under the "President’s sole personal control" and
would "remain so." Throughout the litigation before both the
District Court and the Court of Appeals, the President’s
counsel repeatedly represented that the subpoenaed tapes were
under the President’s exclusive control.
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^-~ovember 15, 197~.,} ~u~ ~_ ~e October 9, I~, *-T*~ ~_ =or
of law zrom ~uw~t~_[l ~ =~nal Order Kequxz~*u _r
Presidential Dezlanu~ ~ -Tapes").
Although I am not recommending at this time that we
seek a contempt sanction in lieu of or in addition to other
avenues that are being pursued, you should be aware of this
possibility in the event Judge sirica asks..us for our views
on what courses are open to him.
cc:

Mr. Ruth
Mr. Ben-Veniste

The White House Transcripts
By WILLIAM B. TODD
John W. Dean: "When history is written and you put the pieces
back together, you will see why it happened .... The truth always
emerges." I6 April ~973

THE

Submission o/ Recorded
Conversations to
the Committee on the JudiciaryPresidential.
of the House o] Re2resenta:
.l_tives, issued 3o April I974, may well be an event of very
considerable consequence. Certainly in physical magnitude, in sheer
bulk, it must rank with all the greater classics, from Homer’s Iliad to
Joyce’s Ulysses. In range and variety ~of contents, however, it more
nearly resembles the nine lesser volumes of Tristram St~andy, these al1
filled with talk, and all that nugatory. Whatever plot the Submission
may have is, again like Tristram, so diffuse that character motivation,
if any, is not readily discerned. The principal figures here also are
given to much discussion, especially about some previous event, but
their endeavor seems ever to be reactionary, against any ]~urther disclosure and against any action by others. Thus they assume, all of
them, an antagonistic stance, and the work itself never moves on to
any ennobling enterprise. Even the locale of these non-happenings, it
must be admitted, is highly constrictive, hardly extending beyond one
room or another.
If then the book appears to be seriously deficient, in a literary sense,
doubtless the fault lies not with the principal author, the expert writer
of Six Crises, but with his officious editors. It is known that Mr. Nixon,
fully conscious of his place in history, taped for posterity his every
utterance. But what is now foisted upon us, probably against the author’s better judgment, is something where much has been expunged,
and much else garbled into nonsense. Hence in one respect at least, the
Submission may surpass every other performance. Throughout recorded history no author has ever produced, albeit unwittingly, a text
so systematically debased and corrupt.
Should it be argued to the contrary that the editors were intent upon
some entrancing narrative, one exhibiting in pure and coherent form
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all that was muddled and confused, there still remains the caveat that,
in any exegesis, this text must be rejected as contaminated throughout
by diverse persons and causes unknown. That it was issued by fiat of
one eminent person, and thus seemingly has some credence, means
nothing, for authors of whatever degree have always been adjudged
the least competent among critics of their work.
Nonetheless, as Mr. Dean indicates, a true and complete history
eventually will be written, once every piece is found and put back together. Meanwhile, until all the truth emerges, the present version
serves a very useful purpose, not for the exegetical scholar, but for the
inquiring bibliographer. Excepting possibly the Koran~1 a!l books are
subject to bibliographical analysis, even those in a language not understood and utterly devoid of literary merit. The one under review is
particularly amenable to such well-established techniques as compositor identification according to orthography or stylistic habits, discrimination of type-forms and patterns, the use of dashes or other
devices for expurgated material, the causes of erratic pagination and,
particularly for suspect documents, the evidence of irregular and truncated typescripts? The typewriters employed will be crucial in these
determinations, as much so now as in the celebrated trial of Alger Hiss,
a person occasionally mentioned in this Submission.
I. GENERAL ASPECTS

The President: (inaudible)
Henry E. Peterson: "this is a shocking revelation." 17 Apr~i 1973
The book itself, or at least the "trade" issue intended for the public,
seems to have been hastily prepared, slightly reduced in the offset reproduction of the typescripts, manufactured on a variety of papers
coated and uncoated, and the paper thereafter trimmed so as to obscure
or eliminate altogether the "job number" or collation marks. From
1 Provisionally excepted because this is, so far as I know, the only work which expressly
declares: "There is no error in this book."
2 Coneernlng these procedures see, for example, Andrew S. Cairncross, "Compositors E
and F of the Shakespeare First Folio," PBS.4, 66 ( x972) , 369-4o6 i Robert K. Turner, Jr.,
"Reappearing Types as Bibliographical Evidence," SB, x 9 (* 966), x 98-2o9 ; James B.
Meriwether, "The Dashes in Hemingway’s A Farecvell to Arms," PBSA, 58 (~964), 44957 ~ W. B. Todd, "A Curious Form of Caneellatlon," Book Collector, x o (i 96 ~ ), 4-54--55 ~
W. B. Todd (ed.), Suppressed Commentaries on the Wiselan Forgeries, x969, pP.~5-zS.
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the marks that remain, however, one may determine that it was
printed in a most irregular manner? The wrappers of the ordinary
trade issue are colored not in the blue of "red, white and blue," but
an off-color shade which registers ~8 i in the ISCC-NBS centroid
range, a shade very close to the original covers of Uly:ses. The Government Printing Office, publisher of the first edition, does not subscribe to the otherwise mandatory International Standard Book Number system," and the work therefore is not accessible tl~rough any
computer-controlled order arrangement. The book also carries no Library of Congress number, but presumably copies are available at that
institution.
The typescript reproduced is the work of at least fifteen operators,5
identified in section 3, all of whom vary somewhat both in their techniques and in their response to the directives received as to the preparation of copy. Generally it may be said that, while their work is frequently erratic, they do manage to note, upon direction, thirty-four
instances of material deleted as unrelated to presidential action concerning Watergate. What they fail to indicate, in recording this clandestine activity, is the sudden suppression even in this final copy of
countless other matters perhaps all too revealing as to just what went
on. A professional typist may of course retype any number of sheets,
according to later instructions, and leave no trace of this persistent
redaction of the text: indeed the covert removal of such evidence is a
commendable feature of her profession. When put under considerable
strain, however, subjected to many distractions, and forced to relinquish her typewriter to others h~stily brought in after hours, the
3 The first signature, on the ninth leaf (P.~5), is 5~8-535 o_74_:z~ the last, eight leaves
before the end (p.I295), 538-535 0-74-82: an indication that, as other marks confirm, the
book was intended for an octavo imposition. However, as exhibited by the sewing, the first
three gatherings are in 16s, and then alternately 8 and x 6 thereafter.
’ The comparable agency in the United Kingdom, Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, has
been assigned two z-diglt ISBNs, enabling it to print before any other assignment two
million titles. Surely under a similar arrangement our own printing- establishment would
not be too inhibited.
s This somewhat exceeds the number which "at first glance," on perusing the Bantam
paperback edition, I reported to the New York Times (24 May ~ 974, P.X z), but falls quite
short of the thirty secretaries who Art Buehwald imagined as huddled in the basement of
the White House, catching up on sleep in Mr. Dean’s old office, and, as they cringed on
hearing the tapes, receiving absolution from a well-known evangelist ("Transcripts Job,"
ffustin .4merican-Statesman, x2 May x974, p.B22). As noted in seetlon 3 below, however,
there seem to be, beyond the fifteen~ several others who cannot be definitely identified.
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operator becomes less efficient if not more careless: tabs are repositioned, paper is wrongly aligned, opaquing becomes more obvious,
and many others things go wrong--sufficiently wrong to exhibit, however faintly in this offset, some 34o examples of cancellation and retyping, ranging from a single line to whole pages of an extent unknown. A summary of this clandestine activity is given in section 4.
Beyond this the careful’ examiner, with magnifying’glass in hand, wi
note some vestigial evidence of the rampant erasure and substitution
of words or phrases within a line,s averaging well beyond one every
other page, or possibly 7oo altogether. And beyond all that, the attentive reader will discover countless indications of lacunae in the conversations or inexplicable non seqlciturs in any argument being advanced, all the result probably of excisions made in earlier scripts
before final copy was prepared, and thus not evident typographically.
Before returning to the text eventually allowed the public, it may
be well if we now attempt some glimpse through the present script,
this glass darkly, at the several anterior "copies." Here all is obscure,
whether by accident or design it is not for me to say, and the obscurities must inevitably lead to conjecture. Wherever something goes
amiss in these speculations, though, I am confident that eventually
conjecture will give way to fact--the original tapes will be produced,
first copy from these will be provided, and all intermediate recopying
also made available. Ordy then will we fully appredate the extraordinary effort behind this most artful contrivance.
About the tapes we have, so far, only the summary comment of Mr.
~Peter W. Rodino, Jr. (one of the few privileged to hear them), who
on 23 May referred to certain unspedfied sessions recorded between
~3 March and ~ April x973. When compared with that primary
record he says of the later Submission (presumably Appendixes 9- ~ 3 ) :
There are misstatements. There are omissions of words and paragraphs. There
are misattributions of gtatements made by individuals. There are additions [explained later as paraphrases]. There are "inaudibles." And then, together with
that, there is a category that we still are unable to interpret or define that is material which is supposedly "unrelated to Presidential action" and that has been
deleted. What that material is we do not know.~
s Most of these, presumably, involve nothing more than the. simple correction of error,
though simple fault certalnly is not the occasion for the more extensive alterations.
~ New York Tim¢s~ 24 May z974, p.x2.
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Evidently, then, Mr. Rodlno and the House Judiciary Committee
have heard from the tapes provided them a great deal more, and this
more clearly expressed, than what the Submission conveys, yet in some
undetermined measure far less than what the tape originally contained
on matters cl.ipped from their copy as irrelevant.
Against this appraisal it is alleged that the present White House
chief of staff once played before the Presidential Cabinet, much to
their discomfiture, a tape consisting primarily of shrieks, groans, and
whistles--one indeed quite "audible," distressingly so, but truly "unintelligible" throughout. And yet, on the other hand, the Submission
itself, if only once, demonstrates that elsewhere the recordings are
absolutely definitive, this in Appendix ~ 8 relating a conversation between Messrs. Ehrlichman and Kleindienst. Here one "bug," in the
telephone, registered both sides ot~ the discourse. At the same time a
room bug in the East Office remained active and thus, in the midst of
a discussion among the President, Haldeman, and Ehrlichman, transmits to another tape (pages 597-6o2, Appendix ~7) precisely every
one of the xo54 words Ehr.lichman uses over the phone. In the copy
prepared ~rom that other tape, however, the Submission would have
us understand that, while the same three participants remain just as
near the room transmitter, one comment in their fiarther talk becomes
"inaudible" and no fewer than 5 ~ conveniently "unintelligible." Now
a quick glance at our rather forbidding Table (page ~5) will show
that these EOB transmitters, so finely tuned at times, are, if we are
to believe the Submission, often even more defective, rendering as
wholly "urfintelligible" 94 words, phrases, or passages in Appendix 9,
~29 in ~4, 67 in ~, 76 in 35, ~o3 in 44, ~o9 in 46--again with only
a single "inaudible" in these 370 pages---and then diminishes entirely
to "inaudibles": 79 in Appendix 8 and 367 in 34! The bug in the Oval
Office seems to be just as erratic, apparently recording with remarkable fidelity great expanses of discourse, but then also suddenly becoming at times exclusively "unintelliglble" (x47 in Appendix ~6,
54 in 3o) almost so in one other session (~ in 39, with 4 "inaudibles"), but completely "inaudible" in still another (8 ~ in 4 ~ ). From
this array of figures it is hard to accept the dalm8 that these two terms
are always used in quite different senses, much easier to assume that,
~ As advsnced by the White House in reference to my first report (el. note ~).
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with certain exceptions to be noted later, they serve as useful locutions,
in the more sensitive textual areas, for translating sense into nonsense.
Still it must be acknowledged that an attempt is occasion.ally made
to clarify a muddled exchange in these conversations. One instance,
acddentally represented in the Submission, was discovered by John B.
Northrop,9 who detected in Appendix 34 (pp.857-59). parallel renditions of an exchange between Henry Peterson and the President:
HP Personally, (inaudible) well I’ve HP (Inaudible) question. (Inaudible) I told him one, I would be
been (inaudible) and have adwilling to go (inaudible) and advised the Jury of that fact and
vise his lawyers of that fact and
two that Gray, from what Titus
two that they--and by that I
who has (inaudible) of the (inmean Titus who has the best re’audible) over there has to go in
lationship with Sirica over there -to see $irica.
is going to have to wait and see
Sirica, ah -P I don’t ’think (inaudible) that’s P (Inaudible)
(inaudible)
HP That’s (inaudible). I don’t think HP That’s a problem. That’s a risk
we would have to take. I don’t
he will do anything unle~ it’s in
think he vn]l. I don’t think he will
the current (inaudible) of prodo anything unless it is in the conceeding he’s in (inaudible). I
text of a proceeding in his court.
can’t conceive a point which of
I can’t conceive of him urg4ng the
Titus and -- if there.
(inaudible) of Titus and (inaudible).
P This timing thing I think is ter- P (Inaudible) timing on this is terrlbly important you know, beribly important you know.
cause

HP I understand it is
HP I think it is:
P
You can’t have the press -- after
P Can’t have the President -- after
all these months and what we
all -o a~ter all these months and
have gone through and a11. Once,
what we’ve gone through and
I find something out--I say-now once I have learned someACT!
thing of it I say "bah."
HP No - no. Well
P
Better we...
P Better we.
~ Tirtw, z7 May x974~ p.iz~ which then printed a portion of the texLhere cited, through
the "bah"/ACT lines.
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HP I think we ought to talk of alter- HP Well, I think we ought to talk of
natives in general terms.
We can’t. No, the announce- P
ment--what I had in mind
would be (inaudible) announcement-2still to the (inaudible)
going to name several other people who were involved... (inaudible) because of the people
named (inaudible) language
used. (Inaudible) some people
(inaudible) judgment (inaudible) matter for the President (inaudible) special, I’m going to call
him special counsel (inaudible)
this case (inaudible) possibility
before he walks into that open
court (inaudible) can’t get to
that today (inaudible) meeting
with (inaudible) ?

(inaudible) in more general
terms, Mr. President.
You can’t. No--the announcement--what I had in mind
would be -- the announcement -stick to developments and if he’s
going to name--several other
people were involved (inaudible)
other people--then my concern -- were wrong and (inaudible) abuse and something has
been charged. And that the President (inaudible) -- I’m going to
tell them that the (inaudible)
Counsel has resigned.

Here I do tentatively accept the assertion that this passage is the
work of two typists, each valiantly striving to interpret the same
tape, and each transcribing in a different way several near-homonyms
(Gray/they, the President/the press, him/them). Some editorial intervention is also evident, however, especially in the alteration of
words sounding not at all alike (the Jury/his lawyers, current/context, thlnk/understand, learned/find, "bah"/ACT). And finally, if
there were two typists, these are the two who prepared first copy at
this stage~ for the final typescript is by one operator only to page .8 72,
when, as indicated in section 4 below, another typist takes over. Thus
what we have of the tapes here are two versions, each separately revised, and neither essentially representing the original tapes.
2. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS

John D. Ehrlichman: "Well statistically, it’s interesting." 17 April
I973
If some few doubts now arise as to the credibility of this textus
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receI)tus more may appear when it is subjected to certain mathematical
tests. One possibly effective procedure is to calculate the words spoken
per minute, given the registered time span for the session and total
verbiage,1° and then to assess all wordage typed which is obviously
insufficient within the designated time. Unfortunately the wpm estimate cannot take into account various interruptions during a conversation, since only the typist for Appendix x ~ (or, more likely, her
predecessor on first script) is carefial enough to record such breaks as
"pause," "long pause," or "dishes or walking around." (She is also,
I believe, the only one who consistently spells "all right" correctly.)
Nor does the estimate include any ’weighting factor for the longer sessions, since all but two of these (nos. ~ and 44) enter into the calculation. Such a refined technique I am advised is unnecessary in view of
the variable matter considered.
With all allowances, then, the wpm may be determined from the
average of the twenty-five somewhat "normal" sessions as recorded
in columns 5-7 of the Table--an average which excludes all sessions
of less than five minutes’ duration (Appendixes x3, ~4, ~6-~8, 4o)1~
and separates for special consideration all others where, unaccountably, the wpm is less than mo (Appendixes ~, 4, 7-9, x5, x7, 33, 36,
38, 4~, 44). The normal count thus is ~37, exactly at mid-point of
what is known to be the average conversational wpm of ~ z5-5o.
With the norm established, and happily confirmed by other tests,
we may now scrutinize in turn the twelve appendixes which exhibit a
gross abnormality. Throughout this account reference should be made
both to the Table and to the relevant entries in section 4. Except for
the first, exemplary calculation, all word counts are rounded to the
nearest ioo,
Appendix ~ ] Words excluded t~rom this text ( ~ 37 X 5o minutes =
685o--379~ wordspresent) = 3o58 (.’-- x37 = ~3 minutes). Probable location originally: perhaps mo words unrecorded in the one10 To reach totals very closely approximate to actual count I used the Bantam edition
which, unlike the GPO verslon~ compacts the text to uniform margins. All short passages
are actual count.
i~ These are necessarily eliminated because the timing devlc% on passing the marker~
would register as a minute conversation which might extend anywhere ~rom two seconds
to one minute linty-nine seconds~ and thus also appredably misrepresent the actual t~me span
~or all the shorter periods.

way telephone conversation pp.7-8,1, xoo silently deleted p.65 (short
page), zoo silently from P.74 (short page), 23oo fi’om declared omission P.75 (~--- the x7-minute portion of tape now held by the court),
400 silently removed elsewhere.
4] Words excluded 5600 (4~ minutes). The typescript appears to
be entirely regular, but an omission before or after the given text is
implied in the initial statement, page x57, "Material relating to
breakin [sic] at Dr. Fielding’s office in California."
7] Words excluded ~ 6oo ( ~ I minutes). Except for a trifling fault
in one line, text again appears to be regular, and now without sign of
deletion.
8] Words excluded 57oo (42 minutes). Perhaps 4oo words unrecorded in one-way telephone conversation pp.277-79; a considerable amount, 3700 words, certainly excised silently after the last
sentence P.3 ~o when Ehrlichman notes the time as 3:~ 6127 minutes
before the stated end of the session at 3:43 ~ the remaining ~6oo words
silently removed elsewhere.
9] Words excluded 53oo (39 minutes). As indicated in section 4,
text is violently disturbed: the only one in the series under review.prepared by three typists, with intrusions by three or tour others. About
4o0 words unrecorded in one-way telephone conversations PP.36 ~-62,
363-64~ the remaining 490o removed, an indeterminate number by
declared omissions at an early stage PP.3 ~4, 3 ~ 7, 347, 37o, ?380 (all
these ~ully typed except last page of text), a fi~rther indeterminate
number deleted, also upon notice, as this final text was typed p.322
(short page), 347-48-(triple page re]~erencel4oo words excised?),
365 (removal line apparently added).
~5] Words excluded ~oo (8 minutes). Probable location: Ioo
words in declared omission p.522 (short page), the remaining xooo
silently removed there also, or in retyped page 5 ~ 6, or elsewhere.
x 7] Words excluded 4ooo (29 minutes). Probably all represented
in declared omission, initial statement.
33 ] Words excluded ~ 50o (~ x minutes). Probably all represented
in declared omission, initial statement.
x2 My procedure is to count as unrecorded~ at the other end, a word total equivalent to
what is registered. The precise counts [or all the telephone conversations llsted here are 93
(pp.7-8), 390 indudlng 5 inaudibles (277"79), 3~o (36~-6z), ~9 (363-64).
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36] Words excluded =tOO (r5 minutes). As text is regular, ,all
~ ~oo were silently removed.
38] Words excluded 70o (5 minutes). Probably all represented in
declared omissions, pp. 98 o, 983.
4~] Words excluded 30oo (~ minutes). A very brief telephone
conversation p.I r I5 may be regarded as insignificant, and all 3ooo
words therefore counted as silently removed. ’
44] Words excluded 5300 (39 minutes). Like Appendix 9 a very
disturbed text, prindpally the work of one typist, with two others constantly intervening. The exdsion, of 53o0 words altogether, is silently
made throughout in numerous s1~ort or retyped pages.
Summation. With due allocati0nffor telephone calls it will be observed that, almost without exception, these twelve sessions either
faithfully declare the omissions made, or deceptively expunge an
extraordinary amount of text without notice. Estimates in the several
categories follow.
8
Appendix ~
4z 44 Total
4
7
9 x5 x7 33 36 38
Telephone
~oo
400 400 ..... 900
Declared
Z3oo 5600
4.900 ~oo 4-000 xSoo ~ 700
~9~xoo
Undeclared
600 ~ x6oo 4300 ~ ~ooo
z~oo ~ 3000 5300 ~7,3oo

What the situation may be in other appendixes, and especially those
others with highly unstable texts (nos. 6, r4, r6, r7, ~2, 34, 39), cannot be assessed by any numerical formula. Obviously the alteration
continues everywhere, early and late, announced and unannounced,
and what is done in the small measures now escaping detection may be
just as significant as the vast stretches here completely shrunk and
laundered.
On looking further through the Table we now reach columns. I ~z- 14
where another curious feature invites some statistical analysis: the
wide-ranging expressions prudently sanitized by the steady application of parenthetical references, ali of them recurring in dithyrambic
effusion through the first six appendices, but then---excepting only no.
9.~--virtually disappearing thereafter. Are we to suppose that certain
habitual speech patterns, or habits repeatedly displayed in certain
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company, have suddenly been terminated? Or may we conclude that
what was so consistently noted at first is now either bleached out alto-.
gether or, if required by sense or syntax, again translated into Inaudible or Unintelligible terminology? These other expressions, so useful
as we have seen in other ways, so useful also for covering proper
names,is would indeed serve equally well for hiding completely an.
array of epithets now, even in disguise, becoming all too obvious, and
much too embarrassing, in the earlier record. Even the early record~
as we now know, was entirely too much for a few squeamish readers.
One difficulty eventually realized by the first typist and her super-visor (or perhaps I should say, as I believe, by the Principal Typist,,
under the direct guidance of the Highest Authority) is that the classification scheme then being worked out1. for the direction of others,
was overly elaborate, requiring fine distinctions among the verbals.
del~wd, rmnowd, omitted*~ and, even more difficult, a careful alloca-tlon of the obscenities variously employed into the several "operative"
categories of clmract~rization,le ad]~ctiw, and ~:~pl~tiw. (Generally
zs See for example (inaudiblt or unint~lllgiblt recorded by initial only) "Kleindiemt
wants to back i or i" (p.76), "the Star pointed out i" (p.gx), "How about u" ’(p.96), "let
the u. worry about that" (p.uzT), "u has been working on tiffs" (p.,6±), "Is that true
him?" (p.673). It is ~tile to argue here that ~ or u applies, ~or proper names are always.
articulated more distinctly than Other words.
~* In the earlier sessions, when there was still some uncertainty as to procedure, the typist
erases a seven-letter word at 69.~o, a five-letter word at 7z.7, and a five-letter word again
at 7u.~$, replacing them all with hyphens, and thus thwarting at least this reader in the.
first two instances. The use of anemic hyphens or d~shes, always to be deplored, sti11 di~figures a11 English editions o~ another gre~t masterpiece, Hemingway’s ~ar~o~lg to ~rms
(see note z above). Much better I think, i~ we must employ typographical devices, is
old custom now little ~ollowed o~ something like x@%# !!, a term o~ infinite variety, at
once conveying every nuance o~ the original expression.
~s Before dropping all such re~erences (here dted by initial oily) the first typist occaslonally deviates ~om cd to co (PP.79, 9~), ~rom ad to ao (PP.79, 8~), or from.~d to
(pp.8~, 86, 89, 90, 9z), or to ~r (P.’49). The typist ~or no. ~z, as we ~hall hter.remark,
consistently pre~ers ~r, and the orlginal typist again, when she prepares no. 3’, as consistently uses to. All these deviations are entered under the main ad and td headings in the
Table.
is The omission o~ these characterlzafiom is much to be regretted, ~or it denies us the
privilege of receiving the President’s considered judgment of his contemporaries. We can
perhaps decipher "Bobby was a ruthless co" (P.?4-), b.ut are at a complete loss when we
come upon something like %d Colson’s got cd" (p.~og). In this exigency I might recommend, as adequate substitutes for present-day opinions, various old "characters," as they
were cared, of an earlier time. The essays which seem to be peculiarly appropriate, all with
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hereafter the eight terms italicized thus far will be .designated by.
initials only, without parentheses, and taken entirely from the President’s comments, as there edited.) It is all very well to classify what
seems to be the same hyphenated dissyllabic phrase as atl in such references as "We have been ad fools" (p.66), "they didn’t give us one
ad thing" (P.79), "they are going to drop the ad thingS’ (p.xo3), and
"you didn’t have a ad thing to do with the campaign" (p.x xo)---all
quite proper, but ad inappropriately classifies the adverbial usage in
"it makes us look so ad funny" (P-57) or "ad little hearsay" (p.~o6).
Then too, once we become accustomed to whatever we think was said,
it is disconcerting to encounter, in similar disguise, what surely must
be an explosive utterance, perhaps a t~ochaic gerund, in reference to
such anathema as "the ad press" (p.Io7) or "the ad Republicans"
(p. x o3). And if, habitually, ad seems always to qualify "thing," what
are we to make of "we are going to have to move the ed thing pretty
fast" (P.245)? Obviously the fine discrimination has become in-.
effective.
It was of course all those ads, all of them right off, that so disturbed
the gentle reader, and thus it is particularly interesting to see when
they were most often used initially and how they disappear later.
Commonly the term, again properly in this context a monosyllable, is
uttered quite involuntarily in reaction to unpleasant news: the bugging
of Senator Humphrey (P.59), the assignment of the Stans libel action
to Judge Ritchie (p.6o), or the mere mention of Segretti (p.xo3) or
Cartha DeLoach (P.X33). Even this early, however (that is, during
the course of the first typist’s original assignment, appendixes x-3,
6),1’ I believe we may detect at least one instance of the easier practice
a political slant, are (author and edition date in parentheses) : General Fools, Dottrels and
Shallow-Pated, Pildpated and Odious (Garzonl, x 5oo) ~ Tyrant Kinges, Covetous Lawyers,
Up-start Courtier, Greedy Usurer, Cursed Swearers, Perjurers (Rowlands, ~6o4)~ The
Liar, the Slanderer, the Dissembler (Hall, x 6o9) ~ A Trust-Breaker, An Extortionist & A
Breaker, A Figure Flinger or a Couznlng Cunning Man, A Corrupted Lawyer and a
Knavish Under-Shrlefe (Taylor, x62~-). Cf. entries in Chester N. Greenough, ~/ Bibblogra~hy of th~ Theo~hrastan Charact~r~ ~947, pp.x~, x4, ~8, :13.
~ I believe that she also at this earlier time types no. 3 ~, the only other appendix (except
fo~ no. 2a, to be noted later) replete with cos, and one which llke those mentioned involves
John Dean. One other person only is entrusted with the dellcate President-Dean conversations, the second prindpal typist who does nos. 4 and :~6.
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thereafter followed--a u upon the advice that Judge Sirica is known
as a hanging judge (p. ~43)---and once we are into later assignments
(e,g. nos. 2~, 3o, 35) the bad news always provokes what is now
termed u, whether it concerns Magruder (p.683), the Grand Jury
(p.687), certain equipment (p.689, here rendered as "Oh u"),
Mitchell looking forward to testifying before the Ervin Comrrlittee
(p.692), the FBI files (pp.78r-82), or the contents of an envelope
(P.93 I). As this later practice clearly indicates, u was to become, for
this and other reasons, the most convenient repository for everything,
though the first typist when she finally set the precedent (in no. 8, the
end of her original assignment), evidently preferred i, another allinclusive term now used 79 times. It should be noticed, however, that
here and there an ed (or cd) occasionally remains, doubtless because,
in the rush of things, the original typescript was not completely altered. One typist, appearing only once (in no. 34), came upon a few
unedited words and, not being aware of the verbs formerly used,
simply transcribes them as e! or e. And another, on her first appearance
(in no. ~z2), was hastily given a completely unedited script, with a
rather startling result.
It is this accidental result that, at last, provides the basis for a few
more calculations. If there are 29 ers, as they are here designated, in
9200 words, and the President utters 25 of them in his half of the discourse, then his frequency rate here is one in every ~ 84. Looking back
now to the earlier record, before all was wiped clean, we again encounter (in no. 2) two speakers, both discoursing for almost precisely
the same length of time, and there--even if we discount the fourteen
equivalent cd and ads.--all ~ 8 eds are the President’s, for a frequency
count there of one in 2o4. On average then a Presidential expletive
occurs once in every ~ 94 words, or once in every minute and a half of
uninterrupted discourse.
In view of this untampered evidence I am inclined to agree with
Dr. Reinhold Aman, the world’s leading expert on obscenity,18 that
the President’s frequency is among the best, and that, for this good
reason alone, the complete tapes are needed for the advancement of
linguistic science. At the rate indicated the President’s total count of
is So acclaimed in an interview on the NBC "Today" show 31 May.
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pure expletives should not-be a mere 7~,1~ but in th~ unadulterated
tapes should run to the more respectable total of 4o9.s° It~se dixitt.
1~ The number I previously reported (New York Times, z4. May, p.xz) on first reading the Bantam paperbackmwhere~ of course, the peculiarities of the GPO issue were lost
.in the new prlnt-setting. Now, as lawyers would observe, I am able to rely upon the ’°oest
available evidenee~" or "first edition?’
so I reach this count by eliminating a11 sections where the President makes formal statements or where he is not involved (Introduction, Table of Contents~ and appendixes pp.x o,
x 2~ ~ 8, z3, 43~ 49) ~ by excluding also certain other sections where at least on first encounters
he probably speaks with some reserve (nos. 26-z9, 34~ zt6), and .then by computing, among
the remainder~ one half the wordage in two-way conversations, one third in three-way, one
fourth in four-way~ and one fifth in five-way---all of which gives in order subtotals 3 ~ x 69 +
~4:~xx + x~zx~ + 8776 = 79368 + one expletive every x94 words ~ 4.09 total in entire
Submission.
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3’ THE TYPISTS
The President: "The point is... the secretaries, the assistants know
all of this. The principals may be as hard as rock, but you never know
when they, or some of their people may crack." :~ I March 1973

Earlier in this commentary I expressed the rather t~orlorn hope that
in due course all the tapes in uncut condition, and all the typescripts in
versions earlier than the ones bet~ore us, might be made available, and
thus establish obvious t~act over present conjecture. So long as real evidence is denied, however, the enquiry must proceed, now upon more
certain particulars. Even in this final typescript version, this last coverup, one may easily detect various modes ot~ cancellation, retyping,
and also additional typing by someone other than the typist first employed (d. a t~ew examples, illustrations ~-4) ~ and by a dose examination ot~ distinctive type-letters in several conditions (illustrations 5I4) one can then identify the typists, determine the extent ot~ work
pert~ormed and, in some measure, decide when it was done?1 Further,
in a line-by-line examination ot~ that work, one may come to rely upon
twelve different criteria as indicants ot~ a disturbance in the text, ten
ot~ them sufficiently blatant to expose 27i pages as retyped, with 37
ot~ these ~urther retyped, and 32 other instances ot~ incidental retyping
fi’om one to thirteen lines (all specified in section 4)
In applying, these criteria it will be understood that I must necessarily exempt as innocent a certain number ot~ pages where the t!act ot~
retyping is successt~ully concealed, even t~or pages completely surrounded by others immediately condemned. (Guilt by association is
not a part ot~ bibliographical jurisprudence.) Perhaps one such instance occurs in page ~5 (Appendix 6)’s where, as reported in the
~1 Since this last matter cannot be pursued any/urther perhaps I may cite here only the
first of several occasions when the text of an earlier appendix is typed---or perhaps wholly
retypedmmuch later: this in the second part of no. 9 (PP.3~9-49) when the typewriter is
in the condition to be specified later as J~a. Evidently all this was done (and a few pages
o~ it then again redone, as ~ection 4 indicates, by E and L3) after work on no. ~, when
the typewriter is in condition Jr,. Page 33 I, retyped in this by L3, must also have been prepared after work on no. zo, the first appearance of that typewriter in original condition Lr.
~ The most extensive intrusion, which almost escaped detection, occurs in Appendix 39,
page ~o3o, originally done by F~ but the lower part then later masked with thirteen lines
of typing by J~.
I~ As noted in section 4, the pages immediately before and after (PP.Z~4, a.I6-~7) are
condemued and page ~ ~ o viewed as highly suspect: a consideration which leads us to view
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Los Angeles Times 13 June, the payment of hush money to E. Howard Hunt is considered imperatively, as the tape declares ("we should
buy the time"), rather than hypothetically, as the typescript now
reads ("we can buy the time"). Possibly this slight but highly significant alteration was made on the first editing of the original scripts, but
it is not at all impossible that it was done much later, along with other
adjustments, and then required a new typing of this page. In any
event, what Mr. Rodino might discreetly call a "paraphrase" now
appears, one we can here more abruptly denounce as a fabrication-though one not susceptible to bibliographical analysis.
Since the typists have chosen not ~o identify themselves, for this or
any other activity, I must now refer to’them by means of letters and
numbers, a capital letter designating a certain typewriter, letters in
lower case two or more operators using the same typewriter or one of
an identical model, and numbers a typewriter which in the course of
operation develops certain letter defects. Thus L z b signifies typewriter
"L" in condition "I" now operated by a typist "b" whose stylistic patterns distinguish her from "a."
Of many patterns those described below I regard as instinctive, uninfluenced by any copytext, and therefore truly exemplifying characteristic traits. My identifying symbol is indicated to the left.

lO[ Tab interval of I omm from text margin left to initial letter
identifying the speaker.

] 70

Interior page number~’ tabbed 7omm to right of left text margin, two spaces above and constant: an indication that page
number is regularly entered before the page itself is typed.

all of Appendix 6 (again as section 4 suggests) as a newly fashioned am~l_gam. Among
other things a statement assigned to Dean on page ~x3 ("Bob [Haldeman] and I have
talked abont it [the attempted blackmail] .... I told him you should have the facts...’),
here tending as everywhere to dlsplay the President as completely unaware of prior events,
may also be another of those eontrlved "paraphrases~" to use Mr. Rodino’s term---~o eontrlved apparently that it was found expedient not to supply the President’s response immediately thereafter~ just after Dean supposedly asks for "some of your thoughts on that."
Agaln~ however, I am slipping into eonjeeture~ more the province of textual eritlcism~ and
shall henceforth avoid such speculations.
~ lnterlor numbers, entered by the typlst~ extend only through the Appendix in question ~
exterior numbers, entered later by an automatic eonseentive numbering device, extend
throughout the book.
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] 7ox Approximate measure only, space above usually over two lines
and page number ordinarily not in register with characters
below: evidence that the number is irregularly entered %y
sight" aJter the page is typed. This stratagem enables the editor to suppress at any time "irrelevant" material and then,
once retyping is done, to reduce the total page count before
consecutive numbering is applied.’s
Page number with hyphens close’ or separated.
-0- -OPages enclosed are so noted below.
]--[ ]--[ GaI) in sentence with hyphens dose or separated.
]-- ]...
Break in sentence, with separated hyphens or dose
ellipses marks.
I Initial identifying speaker repeated when text continues on the
next page. This legal practice may have been determined by the earlier
training of the typists who follow it.
Ty2vwriter CM’: An IBM Selectric with Courier pica 7~ %all"
or element, readily identified by the serif top left of "A" (illustration
~). The newer elite ~ element, introduced x May ~967, types twelve
characters to an inch, whereas this other ball records ten (or eleven, as
reduced in the Sabmission offset reproduction). At least five typists use
this ball, or perhaps several bails which cannot be differentiated typographically. None of these operators is involved in any of the work
done by others, either in this group or elsewhere.
Aa. The person I have several times mentioned as the first or
prindpal typist, who carefully transcribes, apparently under dose supervision, all but two of the sessions involving John Dean (nos. ~-3,
5-8, 3~) and probably one other with Haldeman (no. 33), Style
throughout:tab ~o[, gap ] -- [,,s break] --, no I. Page numbers without hyphens (except for no. 33: another typist?), tabbed ] 7o (nos. ~,
3), ]68 (~), ]5~x (5), ]67 (6, through page x78 only, thereafter
~s In Appendix 9 ~ further reduction was required even after the page numbers had

been assigned: see note in section 4.
s0 Both gap and break are occasionally ] ..., pages 85-87 (no. ~) and also page z76

(nol S).
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irregular), 177 (7), ]68 (8), 172 (3I), 152x (33). Ir~ comparison
with this extensive performance the work done by the four others,
while also exclusive, is both occasional and minimal.
A b. Types no. 1 I. Style: tab 15 [, page ] 47x, page numbers -o-,
gap ] -- [, break ] --, with I.
Ac. Types no. 26. Style: tab I5[, page ]46x, page numbers -o-,
gap ] - [, break ] -, with I.
Ad. Types no. 4~. Style: tab 22[, page ]4ox, page numbers -o-,
gap.] - [,break ]...,with I. ~
Ae. Types no. 45. Style: tab ion, page ]48x, page numbers -o-,
gap ] -- [, break ] --, with I. Possibly the same as Ab.
Typewriter "E": An IBM Executive, apparently in three different models, none of them as yet exactly identified?’ All typewriters
of this order have an "A" without top serif (illustration 3, first text
letter), the most recent model (so I believe) having as well a distinctive "R" with flared tail (illustration 5) and the older models an "R"
without tail (illustration 4 [last line] and 6)?s
Ea. The second prindpal typist (Aa’s assistant, I suspect), responsible for the two Dean tapes Aa did not transcribe (nos. 4 and 36)
and, as we1i, for the President’s preliminary statement and nos. IO, I4,
I6b, 17, ?30, ?32, 35, 38, 44, 47, ?48. Style generally: page numbers
with hyphens, gap ] -- [, break --, with I. Possibly some other typist
or typists with these same characteristics may be responsible for no. 3o
where E (Ehrlichman) is styled JE, for no. 32 where E and H
(Haldeman) are at first initialled JDE and HRFI, and for a portion
of no. 48 (pp.I267-72) where Z (Ziegler) is indicated as RZ. It is
more likely, though, that these variants are reproduced from improperly edited copytext.
Eb. Types no. I3. As for Ea except gap ] ... [, break ] ....
Ec. Types no. 15- As for Ea except gap ] - [
s~ O~ficials with the IBM Corporation are now searching their records and may possibly supply me with certain information which I will then convey in an addendum to
this paper.
as I am not entirely convinced that this is the same "R" in both imtancest possibly IBM
will provide further data enabling a further differentiation.
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Eel. Types no. ~ I. As for Ea except break ] ... Note addition to
her typing reproduced in illustration 4.
Apart from these there is only one anomalous page 329 of the E
type with flared "R", possibly typed by Ea or Ed (gap ] -- [), but on
a typewriter with a defective "i" (illustration 7), and in the middle of
work done by others in Appendix 9. The "i" defect apparendy does
not occur on any other page.
In contrast to the "A" and "E" typists, all of whom operate independently, and in genera] without interference from others, most
typists in the next two groups using Executive models often type only
¯ parts" of an Appendix and, as noted in their performance (and specifically in section 4), frequently retype certain pages by others in and out
of their own groups. Very probably, then, they constitute several typing "pools," and in these pools there may well lurk, occasionally, a
few individuals not sufficiently distinguished to be identified. It may
be said, however, that all of them are using an older series of typewriters with the tailless "R", one group [F-Y] having further a "p"
with a straight serif extending left (illustration 8), the other group
[K-L] having a "p" with a curled serif (illustration 9). The F-L
group operates on at least four typewriters, of which the last is apparently in two conditions:
F. Exhibits none of the defects listed below. Types Contents
pages ( ? ), and nos. 39b, 43. Retypes portions of 2oa, ~ I ( ? see illustra-

G. With broken "m" (illustration Io). Apparently there are two
typists operating this machine, one always set at tab 18 [ :
Ga.

Style break ]... Types no. 34a.

Gb.

Style break ] -- Types nos. 34b, 39c.

H. With broken "H" and "h" (illustration I t). Types nos. 9a,.
12, I6a, 49. Retypes portions of I4, 44. All this seems to be the work
of one typist, without I repetition (except at page 3 ~ 5).
so The ’~paxts" are those I assign in section 4 according to the typist chiefly involved,
not parts in the orlginal. The fact that there are distinguishable sections is, of course, a
dear indication that the several typists are working from previously "prepared" copy, not
directly from the tapes.
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2.z. Letter "p" intact, but "n" serif worn to a stub. The "p" does
not appear in the two lines retyped on page 356, Appendix 9c (illustration 3) i so this may have been done either by 2.~ or 2.2. No original
typing but also retypes portions of 2ob, 22, 44.
I2. Serif for letter "p" now also broken and occasionally does not
register (illustration ~ 2). Types no. 42. Retypes portions of 39a, 39b.
J2a. Occasionally operates typewriter 2"2 but has distinctive style:
closed gap ]--[ and no I repetition. Types nos. 9b, 2~, 37, 46a.
The other group, using models with a curled serif on "p" (illustration 9), operates on at least two typewriters, of which the second is apparently in three conditions:
K. Exhibits none of the defects listed below. Types 39d.

Lz. Letter "1" strikes heavily (illustration 13). Types nos. 19,
2oh, 24-~5, 27-29, 39a, 40, 46b.
Lza. Once only operates typewriter Lz but has distinctive style:
gap ] - [. Types no. 2oa.
L~cb. Twice operates typewriter Lz. This person appears not to
be informed as to the prescribed method of paginating and thus supplies for no. ~ 8 a full line page entry and then for no. 23 readings
"Page ~," "Page 3," etc.
Heavy letter "1" now has a slight fracture. Types no. 9c.
L3. Both heavy "i" and curled serif on "p" now fractured (illustratlon I4). Retypes portions of 9b.

ILLUSTRATIONS I-2

D

Along that line, one of the things I’ve tr:
have begun to keep notes on a lot of peopl~.
emerging as less than our friends because I
over some day and we shou’idn ’t forget the ~
them have treated us.

P

I want the most comprehensive notes on all
tried to do us in.. They didn’t have to do
had had a very close election and they wer~
other side I would understand this. No -doing this quite deliberately and they are
it and they are going to get it. We have r
power in this first four years as you know.
never used it. We have not used the Burea~
not used the Justice Department but things
(I) Page 65. First evident cancel, redone by typist "An" (note top serif on A
first text letter). Normal tab 7omm from left text margin to interior page I I
(not shown), this tab 67. Normal page length 25 lines, this I4 lines.

change now. And they are either going to
or go.
D

What an exciting prospect.
(2) Page 66, lines I-3. Typist Ads cancellation continues, here with slip pasted
(out of register) over first two lines previously typed.

ILLUSTRATIONS 3-4"

p

Alright. What do we want Kleindienst to do?

E

We want to raise this thought with him in a hypot

P

(Characterization deletedi). The only thing I wc
Elein~ienst at the rnome#nt is tell him we are go
to break with Gray who is killing us. We need to
going to do. Can we handle it that way?
(3) Page 356, lines I6-21. Lines 16-17, zo-2I by original typist "L2" (with
full serif for n); text of lines 18-I9 opaqued and retyped, out of register, by

"ix" or "J2" (serif gone).

p

Now it’s a combination of the Watergate plv~
these guys say it’s the Watergate -- (uninte

(MATERIALS NOT RELATED TO PRESIDE
DELl
(4) Page 695, lines 22-24. First two lines by original typist "Ed" (R with
flared tail, not shown), last line added b7 unidentified typist in "F"-"L" group
(R without tail).

Rogers

Rogers

(~,6) Letter R w~th ~ared or
straight tail. [II41.I~ 635.I]

(unintelligible) ~) ~o~oo,.~.~
problem pas s ed

Cornrnittee <,o) Lettermbroken.

He

How

(~, 9) Letter p with straight or
curled serif. [ ~ 14L2, 635.x ]

[845.4]

(I I) Letter H lower left serif gone both in caps and
in lower case. [524.6-7]

him here
point (,,) Upper serif gone both in p and n. [333.4]
(unintelligible). ~’’~[635.o.] Letter, teglsters heavilyo
nonplus sedbroken.(’+) Letter ~ curled serlf and letter g both
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4. REO~STER

OF VARIANTS

The President: "I want the most comprehensive notes on all those
who tried to do us in... they are asking for it and they are going to
getit." x5 September x972

This account is limited to obvious variants from established patterns, or disruptions of the text, extending in each instance from a
single line to a number of pages. The evidence for substitutions in the
text, reductions, or complete elimination must remain inconclusive
for those pages marked o or sMthat; is, only slightly longer or shorter
than others immediately adjacent--but more compelling upon the appearance of other criteria, and beyond*dispute when, as in PP.74, 98,
34~, there are one, two, or three indications beyond the shortened
page. The order of presentation is: (~) Appendix number, subdivided
as a, b, c, if the section is distributed among several typistsl (~) symbol
for typist primarily responsiblel (3) immediately preceding page
number(s) a letter designating the category of irregularity; (4) range
of pages so affected; (5) in parentheses, pages further disrupted within that range~ (6) symbol for the typist then responsible if other
than the prindpal operator. The classifying letters, specifying twelve
modes of obliteration and retyping, are as follows:
d

Dirty type or darker register: other work, sometimes wrongly
aligned if less than a page.
f Malfunction in Aa’s typewriter which, as it occurs only sporadically in Appendixes 2-3, 5-6, 8, but persistently in Appendix 3 I
(pp.788-8o9), would appear to indicate that the earlier pages so
disfigured were redone at the later time.a°
m Contains explicit statement of material deleted as irrelevant, a
notation that may or may not explain the shortage or other peculiar condition of this page. No reference is made to such statements if they occur on otherwise regular pages, for the excision in
these instances would seem to have been made before the page
was typed.
ao This malfunction in the Selectric model, which prevents the upper left portion of "D"
from registering, frequently in left index margin and much less frequently in the text
proper, cannot be adequately explained either as a failure in the ribbon mechanism or as
caused by a nick in the platen. Again, the IBM Corporation has the matter under investigation.
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New or additional typing, usually by another operator.
Page over-extended by two or more lines, this presumably to accommodate in fewer pages material which once occupied a larger
space.
Paste-over cancel, lines typed over opaquing, or some similar kind
of retyping, usually exposed by erratic alignment or shift in font.
Retyping, usually made apparent by a shift in tab, for left margin
to initial (of speaker) or right margin to page number (when that
position is fixed) and additionally, if done by another typist, then
by her style or the type defects of her machine as earlier described.
Page short by two or three lines: not indicated for terminal pages
of typed or retyped sections except in the presence of other
evidence.
Tab right to page number changes: noted only if number position
was previously fixed.
Tab left to initial changes: along with t a sign that this work was
done at another time. Not indicated for the beginning of work by
other typists since a shift then is to be expected.
Very short page, an obvious sign of retyping: not indicated for
terminal pages except in the presence of other evidence~
As page following has already been done, last line of this retyping
abruptly terminates in mid-sentence part way across the page or,
conversely, the typing is compressed to fit in the line.

Introduction:Ea. No apparent irregularities. Page IO is necessarily
short to obviate a "widow" on page I I.
:Aa. t65-75(v65 [see illustration I ] p66,1ines 1-2 [see illustration
~] v7i ds74). The notice of unrelated material at the end (page
75) probably refers to the I7-minute span of tape which as of this
date (I 7 June) is now withheld by Judge Sirica as indeed irrelevant to the Watergate affair.
2:Aa. P79,lines 3-5 d83 s9o o91 xi44 fmvx98 VlOo(andlater
p~oo,lines 1-3) mvloI OlO20lO5-~o6 rio9
3:Aa. ti15 fsI3I xi44 .pI48,1ines 1-4
4:Ea. No apparent irregularities.
5:Aa. fI6I,heading
6:Aa. ti79-I8O di87,line 9 si89(and line 9 "D" wrong font)
di93 d2o4 s~Io v214 d216-217(dv~I7) v~2o t223-23o(s~3

o_8 "
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p~3o,line~3) t~3~-~3~(v~3z---onelineon~y!) st~33-z34 t~35~48(pz44,line ~3 p~46,1ine ~3) ft~49. When pages were numbered after typing, interior number 7 ~ was accidentally entered
twice, so that on the second such page (P.~4~) some other typist
later supplied an "A" (above line) to.read "7~A".
7:Aa. d~5o,line 5
8:Aa. t~7~ ft~73
9a[3~-3~8]:H. u3xr s3~8 nas3~
9b[3z9-349] :J~a. ru3~9:E rs33r:L3(P33~,line ~9) P335,1ine 8
o34o drs34x:J~ m347 r347-348: After interior page numbers
had been entered it was decided, jus~ before copy went to press, that
contents equivalent to two pages must be removed~ so 347-348 was
retyped to accommodate the abridged version and then, to span the
gap, 347 assigned numbers "37,38,39."
9c[35o-38o]:L~. P356,1ines xS-r9:Jx or J~[see i11ustration 3]
n365, line 23
~o:Ea. o38~ o386
~ :Ab. ~ z :H. ~ 3 :Eb. No apparent irregularities.
~4:Ea. v4zo d4~-4~6(v4~6) su4~7-437(v437)r438-447:H
(x44~) s448-453(v45r u452-453) d456 v463 rv464:J~ v473
v474-477,1ines ~-~ 8 :H mp477,1ines 19-~ r x479 s483-484 s486487 s492-494 d5o3 s5o5 su5o6-5~3 mvu5~4
~5:Ec. x5~6 mv5~(n5~%line x3)
x6a[5~4-55r]:H. do5~5-5~6 o533 o537 o55o v55~.Pages 539548 are all over-extended, perhaps innocently.
i6b[55~z-58~] :Ea. s563-566 s57o d575. Tab in margin, 12ram
to page 56r, is set at 15mm thereafter.
~7:Ea. s59~-595 r596-6o9:H s’6xo-6~7(v6r~)srx9-6~o s6~
s6~4. Again Ea has tab set to margin i~mm to page 59I, ~5mm for
pages 59~-595, 6~o-6~8---an indication, perhaps, that these sections were typed with identically margined portions in 16b.
r8:L~b, r63~-634:L~
9 :L~. No apparent disorders.
2oa[648-659]:L~a. s653-654 s656 ou657 r658:K mrs659:F
~ob[66o-668] :L~. r665:Jr
~r:Ed. u678-698(o68~ o683 o685) u695(n695,1ine ~4:F-L[see
illustration 4] )
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o.2:J2a, r697:F r7Io,line 2~:F ro7~4:J~ 07I5 o722 op7~5,1ines
~3-24 o74~ r745-746:J~. Beginning with page 735 (gathering
47) the appearance of darker type is caused by offset, in the copy
examined, on uncoated paper.
23:Lxb. 24:L~. o~5:L~. ~6:Ac. 27:L~. ~8:L~. No apparent irregularities.
29 :L~. s77~
3o:Ea. No apparent irregularities. A11pages short.
3~:Aa. s79o s793 P796,1ine ~9 pSo3,1ine ~3 pSo4,1ine ~5 p8o8,
line ~ pS~,line ~7
3~:Ea. o82o
33 :Aa. s834
34a[84~-87~]:Ga. s85o-85~ s855-856 s859-86o o86~ s869-87o
34b[87~-9~8]:Gb. s878 s88o o88~ s882-883 s888 o889 s89~
s893 o895 s896 o90o s9o~-9o~ o9o7 s9o8 o9o9
35:Ea. P9~9rline 6 u938-947(o939 v94o o94~-943) u95~-955
36:Ea. 37:J~a. 38:Ea. No apparent irregularities.
39a[987-~oI9] :L~. s987-988 P99o,line 6-r~oo4-~oo7:J~ v~oo8
r~oog-~ox9:J:
39b[~o:o-xo43] :F. p~o:8,11nes 5-8 prIo3o,lines 9-~:J~ ps~o3I
d~o3~ pxo4I,line 6
39c[m44-~o5o] :Gb. din45 op~o48,1ines~-:3
39d [ ~o5 x-xo56] :K. 4o:L~. No apparent irregularities.
4~:Ad. sxm6~ om67 ot~o69 p~o7o,lines ~4-~5 s~o7~-~o7~
o~o9~-~o9~ s~ox o~3
4::J:. p~:4~line :: o~3~. Pages ~9-~x66 (signatures 7~-73)
offset on different paper.
43 :F. No apparent irregularities.
44:Ea. v~x53 r~54-~x55:JI(o~54) u~56-~62(vx~57v~6~)
rIr63-~64:H(o~63) uI~65-~69 ux~7o r~7~-x~73:H
(o~7~-~7~) u~74-~rSo(wISO) u~8~-xx83(v~83) u~84~98(v~85) d~86-~x87 w~93 o~94 r~95,1ines I9-:o
v~I98 rx ~99-x~o~:H
45:Ae. r~o6,1ine ~
46a [ ~ ~o8- ~ 0.33 ] :J ~a. No apparent irregularities. Pages ~ ~ x 5- ~ :46
(signatures 77-78) offset on different paper.
46b[~34-~58]:L~. s~:38 sr~5o
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47:Ea. No apparent irregularities.
48:Ea. sI279, t~277 stI28O sty283 tvI~85 tr288-~289 tr293
49:H. No apparent irregularities.

The total record of 27~ pages retyped, as itemized in this Register, includes 0nly what may be considered as proven instances. The record
of subtotals for each Appendix is given in column Io of the Table. Not
counted in the totals, but also itemized above, are these other peculiarities:

pages apparently again retyped (cited in parentheses).
instances of lesser typing, i-x 3 lines.
further instances, again retyped (in parentheses).
pages short or over (s, o) only by several lines.
With this last report I now must reluctantly conclude an investigation that has produced only the most disappointing results. This purported Submission, I find, submits nothing which Can be accepted with
any confidence. To the contrary it proceeds in an obscurantic manner
where more is taken away than is ever given, where thousands of
words disappear without notice and hundreds of others lie hidden in
deceptive disguise, where teams of editors and typists labor strenuously to accomplish always less and less, and where then, all this done
and undone, the author himself now confidently proclaims that we
have enough and more than enough.

